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My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Haven't posted here in several days as I've been really busy over 
at the Xfactor forums.  
 
I've been following the Xfactor method for a little over two 
months now and have earned $1792.71 in that time. 
 
I've never received an Adsense check in two years of trying 
before last month's $309.82 check from Google (attached 
below)... 
 
Just wanted to give a shout out to John on this forum, since this is 
where I discovered his incredible system. 
 
At around 10pm tonight I checked my Adsense account for the 
first time today and I finally cracked the $100 mark, $129.64 as of 
a few minutes ago (see attachment) 
 
My previous high mark was $79.35 yesterday and I've cracked 
$70 five times since starting this system. 
 
Thanks again John!  
Attached Thumbnails  
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New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 

faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - 
No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 
Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  
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that is excellent.  
 
I hope you have many more!  

 
Website Design | My Personal Development Blog - Mind, body and 
soul.  
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Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Well, I have a very similar success, dawg. Today I had my first $10 
day via XFactor's method. I am working hard to bump that up to 
levels in which I will not need a job. Very inspiring, dawg. 
 
BTW, how many sites you have now?  
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New Post As Of 10-16-09 
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wow. now that's quite a feat. 
 
How many sites do you have following X-Factor's method?  

 
Let me write your custom eBooks, eReports, articles, and even 
blog posts | Check for Open Spots Now  
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Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by Biggy Fat  
Well, I have a very similar success, dawg. Today I had my first $10 
day via XFactor's method. I am working hard to bump that up to 
levels in which I will not need a job. Very inspiring, dawg. 
 
BTW, how many sites you have now? 

Awesome Biggy! I'm glad to hear you are finding success. Us 
Bama boys gotta hang with the big dawgs around WF ;-) 
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14 Posts  I've got about 25 sites going and about 15 are consistent earners. 
80/20 rule almost to a tee.... 
 
The incredible thing is I've been earning even more income in the 
niche template biz than I'm making with Adsense. I'm blown 
away by both. Its been an incredible two months. 
 
Going to be a nice Christmas!  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 

faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - 
No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 
Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  
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Quote: 

Going to be a nice Christmas!  

I'd say so.  
 
How are doing your backlinks?  
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blog posts | Check for Open Spots Now  
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Thanks: 20 
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14 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by euhlir  
I'd say so.  
 
How are doing your backlinks? 

Well, that's a very interesting question. Cause that's the whole 
key to my system. 
 
I don't. 
 
My little twist on John's method is that I hate article marketing 
and writing for backlinks. But John's system is somewhat heavily 
reliant on article marketing. 
 
So I found another way. 
 
So far, for me its worked out incredibly well. My whole process 
revolves around 3 fundamental processes.... 

1. Extremely thorough niche research. This is the fun part, 
way better than spending my time article marketing (not 
that there's anything wrong with that...) 
... 

2. Insanely optimized WordPress based templating system 
(no plug-ins, all natively SEO'd stuff) with a one click 
template install. Site is 95% built when the template is 
activated. One page site (plus about, contact, privacy) 
... 

3. Exact match domain (.com, .net or .org) no .biz, .info junk... 

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 

faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - 
No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 
Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  
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clickbump 
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AM  

  #8  

euhlir  
HyperActive Warrior 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Posts: 130  
Thanks: 2 
Thanked 6 Times in 6 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Good stuff. I've seen that on-page SEO really is super powerful 
with micro-niche sites. 
 
I had a site rank without any backlinks on the front page with 
over 45k monthly searches.  

 
Let me write your custom eBooks, eReports, articles, and even 
blog posts | Check for Open Spots Now  

    
 

euhlir 

11-11-2009, 12:32 
AM  

  #9  

Biggy Fat  
Internet Marketing 
Ranter 
  
Join Date: Nov 2008 
Location: Alabama 
Posts: 483  
Thanks: 16 
Thanked 52 Times in 
35 Posts  
Contact Info  

 

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  
Well, that's a very interesting question. Cause that's the whole 
key to my system. 
 
I don't. 
 
My little twist on John's method is that I hate article marketing 
and writing for backlinks. But John's system is somewhat heavily 
reliant on article marketing. 
 
So I found another way. 
 
So far, for me its worked out incredibly well. My whole process 
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revolves around 3 fundamental processes.... 

1. Extremely thorough niche research. This is the fun part, 
way better than spending my time article marketing (not 
that there's anything wrong with that...) 
... 

2. Insanely optimized WordPress based templating system 
(no plug-ins, all natively SEO'd stuff) with a one click 
template install. Site is 95% built when the template is 
activated. One page site (plus about, contact, privacy) 
... 

3. Exact match domain (.com, .net or .org) no .biz, .info 
junk... 

I would sure love to know more about this, man. Hit me up via 
PM. Always looking for ways to step my game up.  

 
IMRant.com - Internet Marketing Reviews, Rants, and Tirades - 

New Post As Of 10-16-09 
Home Of The Wednesday Opportunity, Anti-Job Thursday, and 

The Friday Rant 
Step By Step? Blueprints? Take You By The Hand? They Don't 

Exist! 
Chase The Pipe Dream, Live The Pipe Nightmare 
If It Doesn't Work For Me, It Won't Work For You 

    
 

Biggy Fat 

11-11-2009, 12:52 
AM  

  #10  

XFactor  
Crazy About Adsense 
War Room Member  
  

 
  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  
Haven't posted here in several days as I've been really busy over 
at the Xfactor forums.  
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Join Date: Apr 2006 
Location: Southern 
California 
Posts: 1,100  
Thanks: 62 
Thanked 301 Times in 
75 Posts  

 
I've been following the Xfactor method for a little over two 
months now and have earned $1792.71 in that time. 
 
I've never received an Adsense check in two years of trying before 
last month's $309.82 check from Google... 
 
Just wanted to give a shout out to John on this forum, since this is 
where I discovered his incredible system. 
 
At around 10pm tonight I checked my Adsense account for the 
first time today and I finally cracked the $100 mark, $129.64 as 
of a few minutes ago (see attachment) 
 
My previous high mark was $79.35 yesterday and I've cracked 
$70 five times since starting this system. 
 
Thanks again John! 

You are the hardest working student of my e-book that I know of, 
so you deserve every penny! 
 
- John  

 
*** My $300 per Day Adsense Course *** 

Read This First !!! 
Check Out The Reviews... 

 
Download The E-book 

    
 

XFactor 

11-11-2009, 01:23 
AM  

  #11  

mrtrance  
HyperActive Warrior 
  
Join Date: Sep 2008 
Posts: 148  
Thanks: 1 
Thanked 3 Times in 3 

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
That's awesome! Keep it up. Now shoot for $200/day.  
 
So are your 25 sites just focused on 1 keyword (1 page which is 
the home page that has the content based on your domain 
keyword) plus the privacy, contact, etc. pages? Or did you do like 
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Posts  the homepage on your main keyword plus like 4-5 more pages 
with related keywords?  
 
So all your sites are ranking on the first page (for your main 
keyword) of the SERPs without doing any backlinking? Is most of 
your traffic coming from your main keyword or from other long 
tail keywords? 
 
What kind of average impressions are you getting on a daily basis 
to your sites? When do your keyword research what kind of 
search volume are you going after for your main keyword? 
 
What kind of average CPC do you go after when doing your 
keyword research?  
 
 
 
 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  
Well, that's a very interesting question. Cause that's the whole 
key to my system. 
 
I don't. 
 
My little twist on John's method is that I hate article marketing 
and writing for backlinks. But John's system is somewhat heavily 
reliant on article marketing. 
 
So I found another way. 
 
So far, for me its worked out incredibly well. My whole process 
revolves around 3 fundamental processes.... 

1. Extremely thorough niche research. This is the fun part, 
way better than spending my time article marketing (not 
that there's anything wrong with that...) 
... 

2. Insanely optimized WordPress based templating system 
(no plug-ins, all natively SEO'd stuff) with a one click 
template install. Site is 95% built when the template is 

http://www.warriorforum.com/adsense-ppc-seo-discussion-forum/143421-my-first-100-dollar-day-xfactor-method.html


activated. One page site (plus about, contact, privacy) 
... 

3. Exact match domain (.com, .net or .org) no .biz, .info 
junk... 

 

 
 
 

    
 

mrtrance 

11-11-2009, 01:26 
AM  

  #12  

sarasayshi  
Active Warrior 
  

 
  
Join Date: Nov 2008 
Location: Bay Area, 
California 
Posts: 94  
Thanks: 29 
Thanked 8 Times in 8 
Posts  
Social Networking    

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Congrats Clickbump! You are doing awesome! 
 
I have 20 sites up and I am only earning a few dollars a day. I just 
keep moving forward making new sites though. I know the 
income will catch up.  

 
Noteworthy Tips - A single mom's journey to earning 5k a month  

    
 

sarasayshi 

11-11-2009, 01:26 
AM  

  #13  

Craig McPherson  
HyperActive Warrior 
  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Hey ClickBump, 
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Join Date: Oct 2006 
Location: Melbourne 
Posts: 227  
Thanks: 24 
Thanked 34 Times in 
24 Posts  
Social Networking    

 
Are all your sites on the same IP address or do you use different 
ones?  

 
Fun Baby Shower Games  
 
EzyZone - Free Website with Free Hosting  
 
Kids Bday Party - Themes, Invitations, Games, Favors and 
Food  

    
 

Craig McPherson 

11-11-2009, 01:59 
AM  

  #14  

Hyaku_Man  
Zettai Warrior 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Aug 2008 
Location: 
大阪、日本橋 
Posts: 231  
Thanks: 44 
Thanked 11 Times in 
10 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  
The incredible thing is I've been earning even more income in the 
niche template biz than I'm making with Adsense. 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  
Insanely optimized WordPress based templating system (no 
plug-ins, all natively SEO'd stuff) with a one click template install. 
Site is 95% built when the template is activated. One page site 
(plus about, contact, privacy) 

Plus your signature. So what you're saying is that we should buy 
your templates to get this kind of success?  

 
Learn how my Adsense keyword empire makes me over $50 a 
day in automated income. (This is free, no ripoff ebook) 
Mens Denim Jeans 
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Baby Doll Toys  

    
 

Hyaku_Man 

11-11-2009, 02:06 
AM  

  #15  

HCLee  
HyperActive Warrior 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Posts: 136  
Thanks: 0 
Thanked 6 Times in 5 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Congratulations Clickbump, that's good inspiration to those like 
me following Xfactor's Micro Adsense course. Quite surprised that 
you don't do backlinking to get such excellent results. I'll be 
interested to find out if it continues this way in the long term.  

 
Find out why most affiliate marketers fail to earn more than $300 
per month by learning simple affiliate marketing tips at 
http://www.mynetmarketingland.com 

    
 

HCLee 

11-11-2009, 05:26 
AM  

  #16  

nota-bene  
Warrior Member 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Aug 2009 
Location: London 
Town 
Posts: 16  
Thanks: 5 
Thanked 1 Time in 1 
Post  

Social Networking  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
I think I just found my new favourite thread on WF! Great work, 
clickbump  
 
Love this BTW - "Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
 
Shooting you an email re: the magic template  

 
Nota Bene Consulting  

 
Last edited by nota-bene; 11-11-2009 at 05:27 AM. Reason: forgot 
to mention..  
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nota-bene 
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AM  

  #17  

Fraggler  
Active Warrior 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Brisbane, 
Australia 
Posts: 86  
Thanks: 7 
Thanked 17 Times in 
11 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by Hyaku_Man  
Plus your signature. So what you're saying is that we should buy 
your templates to get this kind of success? 

A good template will help you make the most of your visitors. A 
template won't make any difference if you don't have the traffic in 
the first place. 
 
The secret to success is hard word, patience, persistance, and 
quite a bit of common sense.  

 
Troy 
Plyplema Design Diet Plan  

    
 

Fraggler 
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AM  

  #18  

clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, 

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by Fraggler  
A good template will help you make the most of your visitors. A 
template won't make any difference if you don't have the traffic 
in the first place. 
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AL 
Posts: 175  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 28 Times in 
14 Posts  

The secret to success is hard word, patience, persistance, and 
quite a bit of common sense. 

Well said.  
 
I have nothing to add to that other than... 
 
a passion for niche research and a repeatable process.  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 

faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 

NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - 
No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 
Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  

    
 

clickbump 

11-11-2009, 06:42 
AM  

  #19  

Hyaku_Man  
Zettai Warrior 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Aug 2008 
Location: 
大阪、日本橋 

Posts: 231  
Thanks: 44 
Thanked 11 Times in 
10 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by Fraggler  
The secret to success is hard word, patience, persistance, and 
quite a bit of common sense. 

I agree. But I'm just reading between the lines as to why he 
started this thread.  

 
Learn how my Adsense keyword empire makes me over $50 a 
day in automated income. (This is free, no ripoff ebook) 
Mens Denim Jeans 
Baby Doll Toys  
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Hyaku_Man 

11-11-2009, 06:43 
AM  

  #20  

clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, 
AL 
Posts: 175  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 28 Times in 
14 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by Hyaku_Man  
Plus your signature. So what you're saying is that we should buy 
your templates to get this kind of success? 

Well... I sure use them. And, they're working out pretty ok for me 
:-)  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 

faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - 
No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 
Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  

    
 

clickbump 
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AM  

  #21  

clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, 
AL 
Posts: 175  
Thanks: 20 

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by mrtrance  
That's awesome! Keep it up. Now shoot for $200/day.  
 
So are your 25 sites just focused on 1 keyword (1 page which is 
the home page that has the content based on your domain 
keyword) plus the privacy, contact, etc. pages? Or did you do like 
the homepage on your main keyword plus like 4-5 more pages 
with related keywords? 
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Thanked 28 Times in 
14 Posts  

Tightly focused site based on ONE KEYWORD PHRASE that 
Google is forced to rank highly for the search. Only one product 
page built around this keyword phrase. No distractions, only one 
adsense block following Xfactor guidelines (though I don't use 
sidebar ad link units).  

Quote: 

Originally Posted by mrtrance  
So all your sites are ranking on the first page (for your main 
keyword) of the SERPs without doing any backlinking? Is most of 
your traffic coming from your main keyword or from other long 
tail keywords? 

Not all of them, but out of 26 adsense niche microsites, I have 15 
in the top 15. Of those, 10 are in the top 10 (on page one of G) - 
see the attachment for the breakdown... This snapshot was taken 
just now as I'm writing this... 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by mrtrance  
What kind of average impressions are you getting on a daily 
basis to your sites? When do your keyword research what kind of 
search volume are you going after for your main keyword? 
What kind of average CPC do you go after when doing your 
keyword research? 

I always use GAKT on EXACT MATCH and look for a local search 
volume of 2500 or greater. I want cpc to be greater than $1 if 
possible, but I will let it float up/down with the search volume. 
[/QUOTE] 
 
Rankchecker pic from this morning is attached below...  
Attached Thumbnails  

   

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 
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faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - 
No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 
Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  

    
 

The Following User 
Says Thank You to 
clickbump For This 
Useful Post:  

guest 

clickbump 

11-11-2009, 08:26 
AM  

  #22  

clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, 
AL 
Posts: 175  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 28 Times in 
14 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by XFactor  
You are the hardest working student of my e-book that I know of, 
so you deserve every penny! 
 
- John 

Thanks for everything John. And especially for sharing your 
incredible system with others.  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 

faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - 
No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 
Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  

    
 

clickbump 
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guest  
Warrior Member 
  
Join Date: Sep 2009 
Posts: 18  
Thanks: 21 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Looking really good clickbump! Well done :-) 
 
Is there a lot to read in xfactors forum now? I wanted to try the 
guide more before buying into it. -- and i've paied for access to 
forums before that have been dead. So wanted to hear what 
others thought first. 
 
Quick question... 
 
You say you build a site "based on ONE KEYWORD PHRASE", 
Which of the following examples is closest to what you mean... 
 
EXAMPLE 1: 
 
Main Keyword: "wirless keyboard" 
Site: www. wirelesskeyboard . com 
Page1: "wirless keyboard features" 
Page2: "wirless keyboard history" 
Page3: "Brands of wirless keyboards" 
 
or do you research close "wirless keyboard" related keywords 
using MNF, like... 
 
EXAMPLE 2: 
 
Main Keyword: "wirless keyboard" 
Site: www. wirelesskeyboard . com 
Page1: "wirless keyboard features" 
Page2: "cheappink keyboard" 
Page3: "Brands of wirless mouse and keyboard sets" 
 
 
Thanks so much for the help  

    
 

guest 

11-11-2009, 08:40 
AM  
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Intrepreneur  Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  
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Bum Marketer 
War Room Member  
  
Join Date: Apr 2009 
Posts: 1,489  
Blog Entries: 3 
Thanks: 288 
Thanked 107 Times in 
89 Posts  
Social Networking   

Contact Info  

 

 
You must have a few hundred sites to be earning that so your 
investment would be more than what you've earned so far... yes?  

 
Cowboys And Indians!  

    
 

Intrepreneur 

11-11-2009, 08:47 
AM  

  #25  

mrtrance  
HyperActive Warrior 
  
Join Date: Sep 2008 
Posts: 148  
Thanks: 1 
Thanked 3 Times in 3 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  
Not all of them, but out of 26 adsense niche microsites, I have 15 
in the top 15. Of those, 10 are in the top 10 (on page one of G) - 
see the attachment for the breakdown... This snapshot was taken 
just now as I'm writing this... 

So based on that and your rankings are you getting most of your 
traffic from your main keyword? Or do you write one long post on 
your home page in which your incorporate many other related 
long tails which gets you alot of your traffic? 
 
Can you give us an estimate of what kind of CTR you are getting? I 
would assume it has to be in the upper 20's to 40 if you are going 
for average of $1 CPC unless you getting like a ton of visitors daily 
(i.e. 150-300 daily uniques)?  
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The Following User 
Says Thank You to 
mrtrance For This 
Useful Post:  

Intrepreneur 

mrtrance 
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  #26  

Ryan6  
HyperActive Warrior 
  
Join Date: Nov 2008 
Location: Cheshire, 
England 
Posts: 197  
Thanks: 17 
Thanked 7 Times in 7 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

no .biz, .info junk...  

You're building mini-sites around one or two keyword phrases 
and then you go on to call .biz/.info domains junk?! Have heard it 
all now.  

 
Discount Shopping - Guarantor Loans UK - How to Make 

Money - YSpace 

    
 

Ryan6 

11-11-2009, 08:57 
AM  

  #27  

adamsad  
Warrior Member 
  
Join Date: Sep 2009 
Posts: 17  
Thanks: 0 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
I already sent an email to you. I would like to see the sample of 
your wordpress theme. Thanks  

 

    
 

adamsad 
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AM  

  #28  

mrtrance  
HyperActive Warrior 
  
Join Date: Sep 2008 
Posts: 148  
Thanks: 1 
Thanked 3 Times in 3 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by sarasayshi  
Congrats Clickbump! You are doing awesome! 
 
I have 20 sites up and I am only earning a few dollars a day. I just 
keep moving forward making new sites though. I know the 
income will catch up.  

Where are you sites ranking for your main keyword? Are any on 
the first page? What kind of search volume did your main 
keyword have in GAKT? Are your keywords too competitive?  

 
 
 

    
 

mrtrance 

11-11-2009, 09:16 
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  #29  

clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, 
AL 
Posts: 175  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 28 Times in 

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by mrtrance  
Where are you sites ranking for your main keyword? Are any on 
the first page?  

I only build around the main keyword phrase. One tightly 
focused, LSI rich page. I have 10 out of 26 sites on the first page 
(see rankchecker screenshot a few posts back...) 
 
An important clarification on the rankchecker screenshot: 
Each line is a distinct website, not multiple pages off duplicate 
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14 Posts  websites. I have 26 websites total and each of their individual 
rankings are shown in the screenshot.. 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by mrtrance  
What kind of search volume did your main keyword have in 
GAKT? Are your keywords too competitive? 

Varies from 18k exact monthly down to 1k.  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 

faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - 
No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 
Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  

    
 

clickbump 
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AM  

  #30  

clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, 
AL 
Posts: 175  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 28 Times in 
14 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by guest  
Looking really good clickbump! Well done :-) 
 
Is there a lot to read in xfactors forum now? I wanted to try the 
guide more before buying into it. -- and i've paied for access to 
forums before that have been dead. So wanted to hear what 
others thought first. 

It appears to be growing daily and I've been pleased with the 
quality of the focused contributions - everyone on the same page 
with respect to the process, so that is good. And quite a bit of 
"sharing what I'm learning" type content... 
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Quote: 

Originally Posted by guest  
You say you build a site "based on ONE KEYWORD PHRASE", 
Which of the following examples is closest to what you mean... 
 
EXAMPLE 1: 
 
Main Keyword: "wirless keyboard" 
Site: www. wirelesskeyboard . com 
Page1: "wirless keyboard features" 
Page2: "wirless keyboard history" 
Page3: "Brands of wirless keyboards" 

 
Site: www. wirelesskeyboard . com 
 
I always go for EMD (exact match domain name) and its one of 
the most critical steps to my process (along with the other 
fundamentals I mentioned a few posts back)...  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 

faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - 
No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 
Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  

    
 

clickbump 
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mrtrance  
HyperActive Warrior 
  
Join Date: Sep 2008 
Posts: 148  
Thanks: 1 
Thanked 3 Times in 3 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  
It appears to be growing daily and I've been pleased with the 
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quality of the focused contributions - everyone on the same page 
with respect to the process, so that is good. And quite a bit of 
"sharing what I'm learning" type content... 
 
 
 
Site: www. wirelesskeyboard . com 
 
I always go for EMD (exact match domain name) and its one of 
the most critical steps to my process (along with the other 
fundamentals I mentioned a few posts back)... 

 
So then your site would be one focused page (the homepage) on 
"wireless keyboard" + plus tightly focused related keywords? Is 
the homepage one long post (i.e. 1000 words) to capture all the 
related keywords as well? Besides that page you then just have 
the contact, privacy, and about correct? 
 
Have you tried to get some backlinks to move many of these to 
like #1 spot? 
 
With no backlinking your keyword research must be real good in 
that you are finding keywords that have such good search volume 
with hardly any compeitition. I think I need to focus more in this 
area as well, although the last few sites I'v started ranked on the 
first page once it was indexed (though the traffic is not there).  

 
 
 

    
 

mrtrance 
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AM  
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War Room Member  
  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  
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Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, 
AL 
Posts: 175  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 28 Times in 
14 Posts  

Originally Posted by mrtrance  
So then your site would be one focused page (the homepage) on 
"wireless keyboard" + plus tightly focused related keywords? Is 
the homepage one long post (i.e. 1000 words) to capture all the 
related keywords as well? Besides that page you then just have 
the contact, privacy, and about correct? 

Exactly (between 300-1000 words on average per site for the 
home page money content) 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by mrtrance  
Have you tried to get some backlinks to move many of these to 
like #1 spot? 

I have that in my plan as an option when needed, the interesting 
thing is that some of my key money sites are naturally 
progressing upward without the need, so while that's happening, 
I'm just focused on repeating my process over and over...  
 
But yes, if I could prove out that x hours of post launch work 
could move a site x positions up and generate x amount of 
increased earnings then the numbers would support either 
spending more time launching sites (at an ~ 40% success rate) or 
bumping existing sites further up into higher daily earnings...  
 
(I can tell you there is a big jump in earnings from a #4 to a #2 
position on ~400 impressions a day :-) 
 
So to the extent I would engage in article marketing, by far the 
biggest bang for the buck is concentrating on moving a site 
from say #4-8 up to #2 (vs spending time trying to get a #32 to 
a #10) 
 
A note on backlinks > I get 5-10 backlinks as an outgrowth of my 
"forum sig site indexing" process, so "no backlinks" in literal is a 
bit of a misnomer, but I don't proactively follow an article 
marketing backlink plan... 

Quote: 
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Originally Posted by mrtrance  
With no backlinking your keyword research must be real good in 
that you are finding keywords that have such good search volume 
with hardly any compeitition. I think I need to focus more in this 
area as well, although the last few sites I'v started ranked on the 
first page once it was indexed (though the traffic is not there). 

There is a balance, as I said, I don't look at anything less than 
2500 exact monthly searches on the keyword phrase, so I'm 
looking for searches that will support steady residual revenue. I 
back the GAKT findings up with a spyfu check to insure a 
minimum of 10 advertisers (prefer 20) and a reality check on the 
CPC...  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 

faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - 
No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 
Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  
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  #33  

simpleonline1234  
Active Warrior 
War Room Member  
  
Join Date: Feb 2009 
Posts: 89  
Thanks: 0 
Thanked 2 Times in 2 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Hey great to hear about your sucesss with John's class.  
 
I've been reading his program and I'm still lost on this issue..I've 
pm'd him but I guess he's busy. 
 
Okay so we choose a product to begin our niche research but which 
your experience could you break it down for me a bit further? 
 
We don't use the actual name in the URL but we just find the 
product first then remove the name brand and wrap the site around 
those keywords right?? 
 
I'm a tard when it comes to the research part of the proces 
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but...everything else is crystal clear.. = )  
 
Thanks  

    
 

simpleonline1234 

11-11-2009, 11:01 
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  #34  

hamburglar  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  
  
Join Date: Jun 2009 
Posts: 153  
Thanks: 5 
Thanked 18 Times in 7 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Amazing stuff Clickbank. 
 
I have 20 sites and earn around $5 - $10/day. I am slowly getting 
there. 10 of my sites are one pager's as well. I am having the 
opposite effect as you. Wonder wear I am going wrong, probably 
the KW research. 
 
Now my question, is how do you implement MNF in this? SOC? 
Etc.. If you feel uncomfortable sharing then that is fine.  
 
Very interesting about no backlinks as I am trying Articles and 
other link juicer, but my sites still do not rank high. They all have 
SOC of less than 10. Inanchor of less that 100. etc... 
 
Any input is greatly appreciated.  

 
Website Design | My Personal Development Blog - Mind, body and 
soul.  

    
 

hamburglar 
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Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, 
AL 
Posts: 175  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 28 Times in 
14 Posts  

Originally Posted by simpleonline1234  
Hey great to hear about your sucesss with John's class.  
 
I've been reading his program and I'm still lost on this issue..I've 
pm'd him but I guess he's busy. 
 
Okay so we choose a product to begin our niche research but 
which your experience could you break it down for me a bit 
further? 
 
We don't use the actual name in the URL but we just find the 
product first then remove the name brand and wrap the site 
around those keywords right?? 
 
I'm a tard when it comes to the research part of the proces 
but...everything else is crystal clear.. = )  
 
Thanks 

1) Get inspired - find a niche site idea you want to research and 
do a very thorough job seeking out the niche that meets the 
criteria below 
 
2) Relentlessly research the niche - Check GAKT for keywords 
on that niche idea. Look for product or service related KWP's 
that... 

Quote: 

- Have a min of 2500 EXACT monthly searches 
 
- You can get the EMD (exact match domain in .com, .net or 
.org) 
 
- There are at least 3 PR- or PR-0 sites in Google top ten for the 
search phrase - These are your marks or "targets" and you 
are going to unseat one of these guys :-)  
 
Hint > I use SEO4Firefox to get this directly from the G SERPS 
 
- spyfu has at least 5 advertisers as a minumum and .50 CPC (as 
a minumum) for the KWP  

http://www.warriorforum.com/members/clickbump.html
http://www.warriorforum.com/adsense-ppc-seo-discussion-forum/143421-my-first-100-dollar-day-xfactor-method.html


3) Build and launch the site and get ranked on top ten for your 
KWP (keyword phrase) 
 
4) Enable adsense and start earning 
 
> > > And, most importantly... 
 
5) Move on to the next one!  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 
faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ NOW 
AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - No 
Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read Xfactor is 
exposed...before you even consider it  

    
 

clickbump 
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  #36  

hhunt  
Warrior Member 
  

 
  
Join Date: Jun 2009 
Location: Underground 
Posts: 8  
Thanks: 0 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
This is absolutely interesting. I once made something close to that 
in one week and thought I was a genius, now here's someone 
making the same amount in one day. All I can say is congrats. 
 
Anyway, my earning is steadily growing since I started using the 
same xfactor strategy. 
 
Good luck  

 
The Future Of Automated Trading download a trial copy 
Get free links to your site through guest blogging  

Solve your PC Repair problem right now 

    
 

hhunt 
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monitorit  
HyperActive Warrior 
  
Join Date: Apr 2008 
Location: , , . 
Posts: 456  
Thanks: 1 
Thanked 4 Times in 4 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
What is the x factor method?  

 

    
 

monitorit 
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  #38  

Biggy Fat  
Internet Marketing 
Ranter 
  
Join Date: Nov 2008 
Location: Alabama 
Posts: 483  
Thanks: 16 
Thanked 52 Times in 
35 Posts  
Contact Info  

 

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by monitorit  
What is the x factor method? 

Here you are, man: 
 
Paid Version 
Free Version  

 
IMRant.com - Internet Marketing Reviews, Rants, and Tirades - 

New Post As Of 10-16-09 
Home Of The Wednesday Opportunity, Anti-Job Thursday, and 

The Friday Rant 
Step By Step? Blueprints? Take You By The Hand? They Don't 

Exist! 
Chase The Pipe Dream, Live The Pipe Nightmare 
If It Doesn't Work For Me, It Won't Work For You 
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PM  

monitorit  
HyperActive Warrior 
  
Join Date: Apr 2008 
Location: , , . 
Posts: 456  
Thanks: 1 
Thanked 4 Times in 4 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Thanks for sharing.  

 

    
 

monitorit 

11-11-2009, 12:46 
PM  

  #40  

clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, 
AL 
Posts: 175  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 28 Times in 
14 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by hamburglar  
Amazing stuff Clickbank. 
 
I have 20 sites and earn around $5 - $10/day. I am slowly getting 
there. 10 of my sites are one pager's as well. I am having the 
opposite effect as you. Wonder wear I am going wrong, probably 
the KW research. 
 
Now my question, is how do you implement MNF in this? SOC? 
Etc.. If you feel uncomfortable sharing then that is fine.  
 
Very interesting about no backlinks as I am trying Articles and 
other link juicer, but my sites still do not rank high. They all have 
SOC of less than 10. Inanchor of less that 100. etc... 
 
Any input is greatly appreciated. 

Hi Hamburglar! Love the name, btw :-) 
 
I used MNF exclusively when I first adopted John's program. I've 
since migrated to my own approach as described in my response 
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to simpleoneonline below 
 
In terms of your ranking problem, the metrics you've provided, 
on their face alone, indicate that it should not be too difficult to 
get ranked and in money if you've done your on-site SEO and 
have an EMD (exact match domain).  
 
Do you have SEO4Firefox plug-in? 
 
If so, make sure it's turned on (from your browsers status bar, it 
should not be greyed out) and do a search for your keyword 
phrase in Google, then hit the "100" link to insure you are not 
getting personalized SERPS. 
 
Once you've done that, assuming your site is not one of the top 
10, you should see at least 3 sites in the top ten with PR- or PR-
0 and less than 50-100 Y! Page Links that are valid and not 
EMD's 
 
If that checks out, then I would expect you should rank very soon 
as your site ages a bit (Again, assuming all of the fundamental 
criteria is checked off)... 
 
If not, its going to be tough work and if it were me, I'd move on to 
the next niche and cut losses...  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 
faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ NOW 
AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - No 
Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read Xfactor is 
exposed...before you even consider it  

    
 

clickbump 
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PM  

  #41  

mrtrance  
HyperActive Warrior 
  
Join Date: Sep 2008 

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 
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Posts: 148  
Thanks: 1 
Thanked 3 Times in 3 
Posts  

Originally Posted by clickbump  
Hi Hamburglar! Love the name, btw :-) 
 
I used MNF exclusively when I first adopted John's program. I've 
since migrated to my own approach as described in my response 
to simpleoneonline below 
 
In terms of your ranking problem, the metrics you've provided, on 
their face alone, indicate that it should not be too difficult to get 
ranked and in money if you've done your on-site SEO and have an 
EMD (exact match domain).  
 
Do you have SEO4Firefox plug-in? 
 
If so, make sure it's turned on (from your browsers status bar, it 
should not be greyed out) and do a search for your keyword 
phrase in Google, then hit the "100" link to insure you are not 
getting personalized SERPS. 
 
Once you've done that, assuming your site is not one of the top 10, 
you should see at least 3 sites in the top ten with PR- or PR-0 and 
less than 50-100 Y! Page Links (that are valid) 
 
If that checks out, then there are probably some things you can 
do to overtake those guys and get your spot in the top ten... 
 
If not, its going to be tough work and if it were me, I'd move on to 
the next niche and cut losses... 

When judging the top 10 sites do you take into consideration 
whether it is an internal page that is ranking or top-level domain? 
I try to find keywords where many internal pages are ranking 
with few backlinks (regardless of the PR). Do you also look if they 
have the keyword in their Title or top level domain? What's your 
take on this?  
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  #42  

stoaf88  
HyperActive Warrior 
  
Join Date: Jan 2007 
Location: , , USA. 
Posts: 281  
Thanks: 2 
Thanked 0 Times in 0 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
how the hell are you finding niches that meet all these criteria? 
 
I mean I can find EMD and 2500 per month searches but every 
time I check google there are always at lease all pr3 or above sites 
in the top ten in every spot  

 

    
 

stoaf88 
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  #43  

clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, 
AL 
Posts: 175  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 28 Times in 
14 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by stoaf88  
how the hell are you finding niches that meet all these criteria? 
 
I mean I can find EMD and 2500 per month searches but every 
time I check google there are always at lease all pr3 or above 
sites in the top ten in every spot 

I'm relentless about it :-)  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 
faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ NOW 
AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - No 
Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read Xfactor is 
exposed...before you even consider it  
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  #44  

Bounderby  
Active Warrior 
  
Join Date: Mar 2009 
Posts: 78  
Thanks: 12 
Thanked 4 Times in 4 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
I'm sure Xfactor or others in that thread said Google were not 
happy with their 1-page sites. Are you at all concerned your 
account might be reviewed for not providing enough content?  

 

    
 

Bounderby 
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  #45  

clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, 
AL 
Posts: 175  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 28 Times in 
14 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by Bounderby  
I'm sure Xfactor or others in that thread said Google were not 
happy with their 1-page sites. Are you at all concerned your 
account might be reviewed for not providing enough content? 

Sure, and I believe that's the risk anyone who works Adsense has 
to be willing to accept. You can get your account closed on a 
whim, regardless if you have 1 page sites or 100 page sites. 
 
Adsense for me is a fun supplemental income source and I 
actually tell my wife when we look at the dailies, that the money 
you see in the account is not budgeted for until we receive the 
check ;-)  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 
faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ NOW 
AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - No 
Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read Xfactor is 
exposed...before you even consider it  
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  #46  

petelta  
Active Warrior 
  
Join Date: Jun 2009 
Posts: 66  
Thanks: 0 
Thanked 2 Times in 2 
Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Great work so far clickbump. I was wondering if you could PM an 
example of one of your sites. I am starting an adsense campaign 
and I would like to take a look at what your doing.  

 
Travis Petelle 
Go Healthy Fitness 
www.gohealthyfitness.com  

    
 

petelta 
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  #47  

thmgoodw  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  
  
Join Date: Sep 2009 
Posts: 207  
Thanks: 15 
Thanked 33 Times in 
22 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  
 
I've got about 25 sites going and about 15 are consistent earners. 
80/20 rule almost to a tee.... 

Isn't the 80/20 rule the other way around, i.e., 80% of the profits 
come from 20% of the sites?  
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clickbump  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  
  

 
  
Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, 
AL 
Posts: 175  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 28 Times in 
14 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
You're probably right, I think I could have worded that better... 
 
I make 80% of my income from 20% of my sites.  
 
How's that? :-)  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 
faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ NOW 
AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - No 
Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read Xfactor is 
exposed...before you even consider it  

    
 

clickbump 

11-11-2009, 01:45 
PM  

  #49  

thmgoodw  
HyperActive Warrior 
War Room Member  
  
Join Date: Sep 2009 
Posts: 207  
Thanks: 15 
Thanked 33 Times in 
22 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 
Congrats on the success. 
 
However, its seems to me base don your your strategy and the 
rank checker that you are leaving a lot of money on the table. Not 
that the rankings are bad, but with some very minimal 
backlinking efforts (I would do dofollow blogs and profile 
backlinks before articles, but thats just me), I would think you 
would be able to boost your rankings exponentially and get a nice 
increase in visitors. 
 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by clickbump  
Tightly focused site based on ONE KEYWORD PHRASE that 
Google is forced to rank highly for the search. Only one product 
page built around this keyword phrase. No distractions, only one 
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adsense block following Xfactor guidelines (though I don't use 
sidebar ad link units).  
 
Not all of them, but out of 26 adsense niche microsites, I have 15 
in the top 15. Of those, 10 are in the top 10 (on page one of G) - 
see the attachment for the breakdown... This snapshot was taken 
just now as I'm writing this... 
 
I always use GAKT on EXACT MATCH and look for a local search 
volume of 2500 or greater. I want cpc to be greater than $1 if 
possible, but I will let it float up/down with the search volume. 

Rankchecker pic from this morning is attached below...[/QUOTE]  

    
 

thmgoodw 

11-11-2009, 01:49 
PM  
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Join Date: Jul 2009 
Location: Birmingham, 
AL 
Posts: 175  
Thanks: 20 
Thanked 28 Times in 
14 Posts  

Re: My first $100 dollar day on Xfactor method  

 

Quote: 

Originally Posted by thmgoodw  
Congrats on the success. 
 
However, its seems to me base don your your strategy and the 
rank checker that you are leaving a lot of money on the table. Not 
that the rankings are bad, but with some very minimal 
backlinking efforts (I would do dofollow blogs and profile 
backlinks before articles, but thats just me), I would think you 
would be able to boost your rankings exponentially and get a nice 
increase in visitors. 

Yep, you are exactly right. I'm just not a full time Adsense guy 
though and I've only got so much time with which to spend on 
several projects (and most importantly...Family) 
 
So, I pick my spots. 
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I will likely get around to nudging those top ten sites higher if 
they shift the other direction, but as of now they are doing fine, 
actually better than fine, beyond my wildest expectations, and I'm 
content to let them ride it out for now...  

 
"Winners are losers who keep rollin' on." 
New ★ Super Fast CSS version of Xfactor Template ★ loads 3x 

faster ★ Pure CSS ★ 1-click batch auto image uploader ★ 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR WORDPRESS! User Friendly Options Panel - 
No Coding ★ Concept to Clicks in seconds ★ Xfactor? Read 
Xfactor is exposed...before you even consider it  
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